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Evangelism: Witnessing Jesus

The Mayangna people are a minority ethnic group in Nicaragua consisting of less than

ten thousand people. As the story goes, when western Moravian missionaries reached them in the

19th century, they had a decision to make. Should they take the time and effort to learn their1

language and produce a Bible translation, or teach them the trade language of the neighboring

Miskito people, whose language was much larger?

The missionaries decided on the latter. They would produce a translation in the Miskito

language, teach the Mayangna Miskito, and share the gospel using pictures in the meantime. By

doing this, they could save valuable time by pouring their efforts into one translation, and

improve the Mayangna peoples’ status by teaching them a language that would help them with

jobs and education. It was a perfect two-birds-with-one-stone decision. Only, they ended up

killing a lot more than birds.

When the missionaries attempted to convey Jesus’ teaching that marriage is between one

man and one woman, they illustrated the principle with their pictures and creative hand motions.

The polygamous Mayangna watched the missionaries, saw the pictures, and understood, so they

kept their oldest wife–and killed the rest.

The Moravian missionaries’ failure to communicate effectively illustrates something

about the way Christians in America have traditionally done evangelism. It illustrates that

methods matter to the message. Their failure was not simply linguistic (although they made their

fair share of those errors as well); it was methodological. They chose to use pictures and motions

1 This story was told by a personal acquaintance who is a student of Mayangna history, as well as the history of the
Moravian church/mission. He is working on a Bible translation for the Mayangna and will be left unnamed for
security reasons.
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to communicate their message, and by failing to understand their all-too-obedient audience’s

assumptions and worldview, they communicated a message that was tragically divergent from

the message they intended to communicate.

In this paper, I will critique several heavily-used approaches to evangelism that I believe

may communicate the wrong message to those whom the evangelist is trying to address. I also

mean to briefly survey Jesus and his first followers’ mannerisms, methods, and messages when

they interacted with people whom they attempted to persuade or influence, and to provide a few

Jesus-centered principles that can help us have conversations about him in the current culture.

This study will focus on a specific type of evangelism, one that aims primarily at conversations

with strangers–often called “cold-call” evangelism. This is not to imply that other forms of

evangelism, like “lifestyle” or “friendship” evangelism, or even mass evangelism, are

illegitimate forms of leading people to Jesus. It is simply because the most common calls for

individual Christians to evangelize–and the resources that have been produced to help

them–often focus on these one-on-one or “open-air-preaching” types of evangelism. These

small-scale approaches to sharing one’s faith are accessible for all Christians who can speak.

They can do them. And some actually do speak to strangers about Jesus and his good news –

although not nearly enough do (Merritt, 2018). In this paper, I will be taking the assumption that

evangelism (that is, sharing one’s faith with others) is a thoroughly Biblical responsibility, based

on the example of Jesus and his disciples as well as on Jesus’ own commands. However, Jesus

not only provides an example of the value of sharing the “good news” with others; he is the

example of how to do it. If an approach purports a set of “Spiritual Laws” as the message of the

gospel, it should be examined in light of the message Jesus preached. And when an approach
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claims to be “The Way of the Master,” certainly any aspiring evangelist should make sure the

Master himself really used the approach that the book lays out.

The Four Spiritual Laws

Founded in 1951 by Bill Bright, Campus Crusade for Christ (now known as Cru) has

become one of the world’s most well-known campus ministries. Bright’s “Four Spiritual Laws”

became a familiar and much-used presentation of the gospel, and the gospel tracts explaining the

“Laws” were very well-received.

The Four Laws were as follows:2

1. God loves you and offers a wonderful plan for your life.

2. All of us sin and our sin has separated us from God.

3. Jesus Christ is God’s only provision for our sin. Through him we can know and

experience God’s love and plan for our life.

4. We must individually receive Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord; then we can know

and experience God's love and plan for our lives.

The strength of Bright’s approach is in its easy-to-memorize format, as well as in its

accuracy: it’s a thoroughly Biblical message (although some may object that it overemphasizes3

God’s “plan” for individual lives to the minimization of the corporate “kingdom” Jesus

preached). As a gospel tract, it is interesting its message has no doubt brought many people into

the kingdom.

3 Ray Comfort (2006, p. 26) adds to this critique that it doesn’t emphasize sin, judgement, and repentance enough.

2 Taken from Cru’s website and “Would You Like to Know God Personally?” gospel tract. The laws are worded
slightly differently in various Cru materials.
https://www.cru.org/us/en/how-to-know-god/would-you-like-to-know-god-personally.html
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The message of the Four Spiritual Laws is a synthesis of what the Bible says about the

gospel. It aims to present the gospel in a clear, understandable format, and for that it should be

lauded. I’m convinced, however, that the Four Spiritual Laws are much less effective today than

they were when they were originally presented nearly seventy years ago. Why?

First, the Four Spiritual Laws method approaches the listener from a position of power.4

The information it gives is about the Bible’s true message of salvation, and the problem that it

addresses is simply people’s misunderstanding of the Scriptures. It assumes that people have a

basic knowledge and respect for the Bible, that they see it as authoritative. The reason this is an

issue is that in today’s culture (and presumably more today than in the ‘50s), if one was to ask

people if they’ve “heard of the Four Spiritual Laws,” their suspicions would likely be aroused

merely by the coupling of the words “law” and “spiritual.” If they were to find out that those

laws come from the Bible, they’d be more likely to ask “what of it?” or even “what is the Bible?”

than “what are the Four Laws?” This may be the reason that Cru has since changed the

presentation on their website to read “principle” one, two, and so on, rather than the original

“laws.” This “Four Laws” approach fails to properly address the worldview of its listeners. It

presents the message of salvation as “laws” or “principles,” almost entirely removed from the

Bible’s metanarrative, its greater storyline. It skips over the beginning, God’s creation of the

world, Adam and Eve and the story of Israel, and makes Jesus coming an arbitrary occurrence

that could have (and probably should have) occurred at the very beginning of history instead of

2,000 years ago. All of this is important because—as D.A. Carson observed—in the past,

4 By this I do not mean that it quotes the Bible as authoritative. I show below that Jesus and the disciples both relied
on the Scriptures in their preaching.
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Evangelism presupposed that most unbelievers, whether they were atheists or agnostics

or deists or theists, nevertheless knew that the Bible begins with God, that this God is

both personal and transcendent, that he made the universe and made it good, and that the

Fall introduced sin and attracted the curse. Virtually everyone knew that the Bible has two

Testaments. History moves in a straight line….They knew that Christians believe there is

a heaven to be gained and a hell to be feared. Christmas is bound up with Jesus’ birth;

Good Friday and Easter, with Jesus’ death and resurrection. Those were the givens. So

what we pushed in evangelism was the seriousness of sin, the freedom of grace, who

Jesus really is, what his death is about, and the urgency of repentance and faith. That was

evangelism [emphasis added]. (2002, p. 368)

And that mode of evangelism was successful—to an extent. However, as both Merritt and

Carson argued, the culture has changed. It no longer shares an understanding of the story of God;

indeed, postmodern philosophers have done away with any historical metanarrative entirely.

Because of this, when Christians say “sin,” “God,” “law,” and “righteous,” their listeners don’t

understand the personal, relational, and historical dimensions of these words. Contemporary

presentations of the gospel desperately need a restoration of the story that gives these words

meaning. “Under these conditions,” Carson wrote, “evangelism means starting farther back”

(2002, p. 370).

In 2018, Jonathan Merritt partnered with Barna Research to study spiritual conversations

among Americans. His research found that not only are spiritual conversations on the decline in

today’s culture (less than one fourth of Americans have spiritual conversations regularly), but

words associated with spirituality and faith are also on the decline. In the chapter “Sacred Words
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in Crisis,” he asserted that these sacred words that once had commonly-understood

meanings—words like grace, sin, blessed, salvation, and even God—have been loaded down

with negative baggage. First, these words were worn smooth by dogmatism and familiarity.

Next, sacred words became politicized and then polarized (Merritt, 2018). The conservative right

intentionally picked up the use of Christian sacred language even as postmodern thought was

asserting that any truth-claims are nothing more than a power-grab! Consequently, the (growing)5

secular segment of culture has increasingly avoided “God-talk,” as Merritt put it. The language

of faith has been polarized—it isn’t being used by a large sector of society. As a result, when

Christians use sacred words, those words now have negative connotations that speak louder than

their semantics.

What does all of this mean for my analysis of the “Four Spiritual Laws?” My point is not

that those who do evangelism should avoid using Biblical terms entirely. What I am trying to6

say is that a message (“Four Spiritual Laws”) or a method (handing out tracts so titled) that was

effective seventy years ago may no longer communicate the message the evangelist intends. Like

the Moravian missionaries, Christians may be choosing a language their listeners won’t

understand—and a method that distorts—instead of delivers—Jesus’ message. My critique of the

Four Spiritual Laws, then, is twofold: (1) it approaches the listener from a position of power,

6 Merritt showed from a linguistic perspective that in order for sacred language to survive, past terms must either be
dropped altogether (for new terms) or adapt new nuances in meaning. He argued that since Christians are tied to a
sacred text (the Scriptures), they do not have the option of dropping these terms because they will be confronted
with them in weekly services and reading. He argued further that the correct approach is to keep using sacred words
but to infuse them with new meaning through conversation (or at least, clearer meanings than their careless use has
caused them to have).

5 Jon Hinkson and Greg Ganssle’s essay in Carson’s Telling the Truth traces the philosophy of relativists Rorty and
Foucault, both of whom sought to do away with the idea of truth as correspondence. Their writing overlapped from
the late ‘60s to 1984, when Foucault died. Meanwhile, sacred language was being politicized: the Moral Majority
movement was founded in 1979 and conservative icon Ronald Reagan was elected president in 1981.
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assuming their knowledge of the Biblical storyline, and (2) it fails to take into account both the

decline and distortion of sacred language in the decades since Bright published his tracts.

The “Way of the Master”

“How to share your faith simply, effectively, and Biblically … the way Jesus did.”

This title-page blurb introduced evangelist Ray Comfort’s 2006 book, which he co-wrote

with former actor Kirk Cameron. The Way of the Master summarized Comfort’s own approach to

evangelism, which he developed over decades of open-air and on-on-one evangelism in New

Zealand and the United States. Ray Comfort’s television program, gospel tracts, and free

documentary movies have inspired many people (myself included) to share their faith. His

accessible methods are helpful for those who want to share their faith but don’t know how to

begin. These videos are filled with powerful moments from his conversations with

non-Christians. Having begun my own experience in sharing my faith with the aid and

inspiration of Comfort’s materials, I know how effective they can be. However, I have also

become convinced—both from watching Comfort’s imitators and from my own ministry—that

Comfort’s message is unbalanced. While it is not entirely unbiblical, his approach fails to take

seriously enough Jesus’ own evangelistic interactions with people – an ironic critique for a book

that claims to be the way of the Master himself! I believe this flaw can lead to a damaging failure

to accurately represent Jesus to people.

Comfort’s approach follows a pattern that is rather script-like. The evangelist is to begin

with asking a question like, “If you died tonight, would you go to heaven?” or “Are you a good

person?” That question is followed up by references to the Ten Commandments to “test” whether

they truly are good enough to go to heaven. The evangelist asks if their listener has ever lied
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(easy, so usually this one comes first), stolen (if they deny it, Comfort likes to ask about pirated

music), hated (accompanied by a quote from 1 John 3:15 to bump up the charge to murder), or

committed adultery (“gotcha” moment: Comfort quotes Jesus’ equation of lust with adultery in

Matthew 5:27 to prove guilt in regard to this Command). The conclusion usually goes something

like, “I’m not judging you, but by your own admission you’re a lying, thieving, adulterer at

heart, and we’re not even halfway through the Ten Commandments yet!” The point is to get

hearers to sense and admit their guilt before God, and then to present Jesus as the only atonement

for these sins (atonement is always presented with the metaphor of a courtroom, a judge, and a

fine paid-in-full). The “backbone” of Comfort’s approach, he wrote, is “based on how Paul

presented the gospel.” He emphasized how Paul uses language like “law,” “wrath,” “judgement,”

and “sin,” in the first two chapters of Romans, and pointed out Paul’s use of the Ten

Commandments in Romans 2:24 (Comfort, 2006, pp. 68-70). Comfort’s approach is built around

the principle found in Romans 3:20, “through the law comes knowledge of sin.” He asserted in

his book that Paul’s example should be followed because Paul was following Jesus’ example.

It is interesting, however, that the “backbone” of Comfort’s approach to doing

evangelism is based on Paul and specifically on the book of Romans – which was actually

written to Christians! Comfort didn’t seem to notice this. Of course, Paul is clearly presenting the

gospel in Romans, but this chapter on the foundation of Comfort’s approach failed to take into

account the way Paul himself presented his gospel in various contexts. Paul preached the gospel

to strangers many times in the book of Acts. Surely those situations would be sufficiently7

parallel to modern-day evangelism efforts to at least merit consideration? This emphasis on

7 Cf. Acts 13-14, 16, 18-20, 22.
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Romans 1-3 is significant because when Comfort deals with Jesus’ own presentation of the

gospel in the New Testament, he seems to map this Law-emphasis onto Jesus’ dealings with

people. This affects not only what he emphasizes in the accounts, but also what accounts he

chooses. He includes the account of the rich young ruler, to whom Jesus confrontationally quotes

the commandments. Yet Jesus’ conversation with the Samaritan woman, in which he offers her

“living water” and simply mentions her moral failures, is relegated to an endnote where he

argues that her thirst was not thirst for “happiness” (Comfort, 2006, p. 77).8

Ray Comfort’s entire approach is built on the first several chapters of Romans and a few

selected stories of Jesus. He fails to closely examine Jesus’ own ministry, his sensitivity to the

needs and brokenness of those to whom he ministered, and the striking variety in the language he

used to engage different people. I am not arguing with Comfort’s interpretation of Romans; I am9

simply critiquing his overemphasis on the Law as “the way” to share Jesus with others. I agree

with him that the evangelist must talk to people about sin, the Law, and judgement. However, his

emphatic reliance on this systematic, scripted approach to every single person is not faithful to

Christ’s own example. Painful experience has taught me that it is harmful to treat people as if

they’re all exactly the same, with the same needs, deceptions, and brokenness.

The “Romans Road to Salvation”

Near to Comfort’s Romans-based approach is the “Romans Road to Salvation,” which

often comes in the form of a tract. Like the other two approaches I have critiqued above, it can

be a helpful way of summarizing the message of the gospel – specifically on an individual level.

9 I will survey a variety of Jesus’ examples below.

8 I’m not sure what Comfort is arguing here. It’s irrelevant. Whatever her “thirst” was, the point is that Jesus
acknowledged it and presented himself as the satisfaction of her felt need, which is exactly the response that Kirk
Cameron, Comfort’s co-author, critiques in chapter 3!
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However, this may be its weakness as well – I would argue that an emphasis on Romans 2-4 as

mainly presenting a “road to salvation” for individuals actually distorts the meaning of the text.

However, the main point of this paper is not to argue about what the gospel (or the proper

exegesis of Romans) is, but rather, how Christians should present it. My critique of Bright’s Four

Laws—that it doesn’t start early enough or tell the Bible’s story—applies to this message as well.

Another danger of the “Romans Road” approach to sharing the gospel is also inherent in the

other two approaches I have critiqued: over-reliance. Over-reliance on one approach keeps the

evangelist from being able to listen to individuals’ needs. Over-reliance on one book of the

Bible, or one set of “evangelism verses,” narrows people’s understanding of the gospel and limits

their ability to speak God’s own words into the ears of those who hear. The Romans road is a

good summary of the gospel; communicating the gospel was Paul’s intent. However, there is

much more to presenting the “good news” Jesus preached than Romans 2-4.

A Critique of Technique

In Os Guinness’s recent book Fool’s Talk, a masterpiece on Christian conversation,

apologetics, and persuasion, the apologist and social critic lambasted technique in apologetics as

“the Devil’s bait.” He argued that modern Western culture’s preoccupation with calculability and

efficiency, reflected in what sociologist George Ritzer called the “McDonaldization” of culture,10

has affected evangelicals’ approaches to evangelism. Evangelism has fallen to the seduction of

technique.

10 Ritzer, in his 1993 book The McDonaldization of Society, built on German sociologist Max Weber’s observations
on the spread of rationalism. Ritzer said that McDonaldization has four primary components: efficiency,
calculability, predictability, and control. Seeing an additional influence on Christian persuasion, Guinness then
coined the term McDisneyization, which he defines as the same rationalism “applied to experiences and
entertainment” and says that “it is significant that both first flourished in California in the 1950’s.” (Guinness, 2015,
p. 31)
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There is no McTheory when it comes to persuasion. There is no such thing as

McApologetics, though it is significant that the nearest one-size-fits-all approach — the

Four Spiritual Laws — was also created at the same time and in the same place as the

first flourishing of McDonald’s as we know it and the first theme park run by Walt

Disney: 1950’s California. (Guinness, 2015, p. 32)

According to Guinness, modern evangelistic techniques are based “not on classical

rhetoric, nor even on good communications theory, but on handbooks for effective sales

techniques,” techniques that actually rely on the irrationality of the consumer (Guinness, 2015, p.

40)! Ray Comfort, for example, advises his followers to deflect questions and avoid conversation

– to instead get straight to the presentation of the law so as to speak to the person’s conscience.

In his framework, questions are chiefly a distraction brought out to distract the evangelist from

the subject their listener really needs to hear: the law. It is true that many antagonists are

insincere, “suppressing the truth in unrighteousness.” I’ve smelled my fair share of red11

herrings, dragged out to mask peoples’ bitterness and enmity with their Creator. Still, as

Guinness showed, reducing evangelism to a non-conversational sales technique is equally

insincere. It has caused us to miss “the independence of the biblical way of thinking and the

depth and brilliance of the way of Jesus” (Guinness, 2015, p. 36).

The Way of Jesus

Part of Jesus’ brilliance was the apparent freedom he felt to engage with people – all

people. Whether with a Gentile woman or at the home of a Pharisee, Jesus said some remarkably

insightful, provocative, and sometimes disturbing things. In all of the accounts of Jesus’

11 Romans 1:18, ESV
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interactions with people, however, one thing is clear: Jesus did not approach everyone the same

way. Take, for example, the narrative in only 3 verses of Matthew’s gospel:

From that time on Jesus began to preach, “Repent, for the kingdom of heaven has come

near.” As Jesus was walking beside the Sea of Galilee, he saw two brothers, Simon called

Peter and his brother Andrew. They were casting a net into the lake, for they were

fishermen. “Come, follow me,” Jesus said, “and I will send you out to fish for people.”

(ch. 4:17-19, NIV)

First, Jesus preaches. Out loud, presumably. His message is one of repentance, and his

emphasis is on the “kingdom of heaven” (an emphasis that seems remarkably absent in modern

evangelism). Next, however, Jesus meets a couple of fishermen. His message is similar, yet12

slightly different: he simply invites them to follow him. The way Jesus contextualizes his

message is also interesting: he tells them they will “fish for people.” That metaphor certainly

wouldn’t be equally powerful with everyone. In just these three verses, then, Jesus both preaches

aloud and personally invites, both calling for repentance and inviting to relationship. There’s

even have a fishing metaphor.

The account of Jesus’ interaction with the Samaritan woman at the well in John 4 is well

known and oft-preached, and rightly so: it is surprising in so many ways. First, the mere picture

of a Jewish rabbi talking to a Samaritan woman would have raised eyebrows; John

parenthetically explains that cordial Jew-Samaritan conversations just didn’t happen. Later on it

12 The message is similar because, like to his invitation to Andrew and Peter, Jesus’ language of repentance would
have communicated to his hearers a strong invitation to change their allegiance and follow him (perhaps more so
than its strictly moral sense allows for today). New Testament scholar N.T. Wright has observed an instance in
Josephus in which he [Josephus] commands an rebel chief to “repent” and “believe in me.” Similar language is used
in the same contexts in other sources from the second century AD. The point is that Jesus’ message remained the
same (an invitation to follow him) even if his emphases and language changed depending on who he engaged.
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is revealed that Jesus knew her story all along – and her story is not a pretty one. And yet

(contrary to what one might expect from a Law-emphasizing approach), Jesus merely mentions

it. He states the fact. The most fascinating theme of this whole conversation, however, is Jesus’

presentation of himself as the answer – first to her deepest thirsts and then to her pressing

questions. “I, the one speaking to you, I am he.”13

In Luke 18:9-27, when Jesus is surrounded by a crowd of people whom he realizes trust

in their own righteousness, he gives them a story contrasting a ‘good’ Pharisee and a traitorous,14

cheating tax-collector. In the story, however, it is the lowlife tax agent who gets up from his

prayers forgiven – instead of the upstanding religious leader. This leads to an inquiry from a

young rich man about how to inherit eternal life. Jesus response was not that the individual

addressing him was not that “God has a wonderful plan for your life.” He quotes several

commandments to the young man, and the ruler boldly claims that he has kept them.

Surprisingly, Jesus doesn’t press the point. He tells him that he has only missed one good deed.

He must sell all that he has, give it to the poor, and follow Jesus. The rich ruler promptly left,15

sorrowful. In a similar situation in Mark 10, Jesus realizes that his interlocutor is “seeking to

justify himself” by asking him, “who is my neighbor,” i.e., exactly whom he was supposed to

love. In this account, Jesus gets downright abrasive. First he challenges the man’s flattery, then

he makes up a story, and finally asks him to answer who his protagonist’s neighbor was. The

man is forced to admit that whoever helps someone in need is truly their neighbor. Jesus delivers

the punchline: “You go, then, and do the same.”16

16 Luke 10:37, GNT.
15 Note again the recurrent theme of invitation to follow in all of Jesus’ gospel preaching.
14 To Jesus’ original listeners the title ‘Pharisee’ would have had honorable, not hypocritical, connotations.
13 John 4:26, ESV
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Note again the beautiful diversity of Jesus. Preaching to crowds, shouting “repentance” in

the vein of camel-clad John the Baptist. And at the same time proclaiming the “good news” of

this “kingdom.” Scandalously sharing a well with a Samaritan. Rebuffing the insincere with

questions and commandments. Unmasking the hypocrites with parables. Jesus is a master giver

of the “good news,” and evangelists today would do well indeed to follow his way. Sometimes,

the variety of Jesus’ approach is more confusing than beautiful. Such is the case with the Gentile

woman of Matthew 15. In response to her request for healing, Jesus seems to call her race “dogs”

in his initial (apparent) refusal. Or consider his opening line to Zacchaeus: “I must come to your

house today.” Should modern evangelists try that approach only with tax agents? Only with those

they find in trees? What is the formula? When a woman is torn from her illicit lover and thrown

in front of him, Jesus doesn’t make sure she understands the seventh commandment. Why?

Perhaps because he knows she is already as aware of her sin as she will ever be. “Neither do I

condemn you. Go, and don’t sin anymore.”17

Some may respond that Jesus hadn’t yet died as an atonement or risen from the dead,

therefore he couldn’t possibly have preached the gospel the way Paul did (by which they

probably mean the ‘real way’ to preach the gospel). The problem is that the gospel writers

repeatedly and constantly portray Jesus proclaiming “the good news of the kingdom” (Mt. 4:13,

cf. Mt. 10:7; 11:1, 4-5; Mk. 1:14-15; Lk. 4; 7:22-23; 8:1; 9:1-6; 10:1-11). Indeed, he states that it

for this purpose that he came. Jesus’ mission was to preach the gospel, and anyone claiming to18

do it better takes on themselves a truly astounding presumption.

18 Matthew. 1:18
17 Paraphrase of John 8:11.
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What was it that influenced Jesus’ variety of language and approach? I suggest two

things: (1) the heart condition of his listeners and (2) the Father’s will. He knew the hearts of

those with whom he spoke. As shown by the stories of both the rich young ruler and the woman

caught in adultery, he knew who was already broken and who needed breaking. He listened to

people. He “knew what was in each person.” Jesus also said that the words he speaks come19

from the Father. He relied on the Father for his message, and in a similar way his followers rely20

on the Holy Spirit for the precise words to speak. I believe that these two components are21

essential to a thoroughly Christo-centric witness when sharing the good news with strangers: (1)

listening to people and (2) listening to the Holy Spirit.

The Apostles’ Witness

The ministry of Jesus’ first followers also bears witness to this evangelistic diversity,

conditioned on listening to people and to the Spirit’s promptings. Philip, whose title “The

Evangelist” makes him an obvious case study, illustrates both of these sensitivities in his

encounter with the Ethiopian Eunuch in Acts chapter 8. It’s notable first that the story recorded

here is a cross-cultural encounter. Most evangelistic sermons recorded in the book of Acts up to

this chapter have consisted mainly of reflections on Israel’s history culminating in Jesus’

ministry, and this is because the audiences have been largely Jewish ones. Now, even as Philip

becomes the first disciple to venture outside the walls of Jerusalem, the Holy Spirit tells him to

literally run to the chariot of a black Ethiopian court official, and Philip does. Next, Philip sees

21 Mark 13:11
20 John 12:49

19 John 2:25, NIV. Of course, Jesus as divine may have had access to this knowledge in a way that his followers do
not. However, the point stands: Jesus’ approach was conditioned on his knowledge of his listeners’ hearts. The only
difference is that his followers – without this divine knowledge–need to listen to people all the more intently in order
to understand them.
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him reading an Isaiah scroll, and based on this information—what the Ethiopian is reading and

pondering—he begins at the eunuch’s point of need: “Do you understand what you are reading?”

The success of Philip’s evangelistic encounter was brought about by his attentiveness – he first

listened to the Holy Spirit for an approach (a rather rapid one, in this case), and second, paid

attention to the man’s spiritual receptivity in his message.

Regarding message, Paul’s sermon in Athens also illustrates this sensitivity to his

hearers’ knowledge – as well as a remarkable level of respect. D.A. Carson wrote a profound

exposition on the Mars Hill sermon, and I will summarize what he pointed out here. He noted

Paul’s “fascinating choice of vocabulary” (Carson, 2002, p. 375) and that, even as Paul is

seeking to establish his biblical worldview, he uses terms familiar to Stoic philosophers. “In

other words, the vocabulary is linguistically appropriate to his hearers, but at the level of the

sentence and the paragraph, Paul in this report is saying just what he wants to say” (Carson,

2002, p. 374). Paul used the proper language, communicated the gospel as rooted in the Bible’s

history, and did so with remarkable respect (think of the restraint it took for a thoroughly Jewish

monotheist to tell a city of pagans “I see that in every way you are very religious”)! Carson also22

showed how Paul’s sermon in Athens was dramatically different than the sermons he preached to

the Jews: “by his own example he teaches us the difference between evangelizing those who

largely share your biblical worldview and evangelizing those who are biblically illiterate” (2002,

p. 370). The message does not change, and the evangelist does not shy away from it: Paul warns

the Athenians of coming judgment. And yet the message often takes on strikingly different tones

in order to communicate to the audience.

22Acts 17:22
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There are two more things to note from Paul’s ministry to those in Athens who, similar to

modern American audiences today, were biblically illiterate. (1) As Carson notes, Paul did not

wait for an invitation to speak in Athens; he began proclaiming the good news and was then

invited to the Areopagus. My criticisms toward tone-deaf methods should not be construed as

arguments that evangelism should only be done when others initiate it or only with close friends

and family, as if only those who ask for it should have a chance at responding to Jesus’ good

news. Jesus and the disciples spoke to strangers, and if the gospel is good news at all, it must be

shared with all. (2) Paul was ridiculed as a “babbler” by some of the philosophers on Mars Hill.

The evangelist’s sensitivity to people’s spiritual needs and to the Holy Spirit does not ensure the

acceptance of the message or the messenger. Any attempts to contextualize the message must

come from a heart that (like Paul’s in Athens) is “provoked” to grief by humanity’s sin – and not

from an attempt to gain favor in the eyes of an audience. Evangelists must contextualize in order

to communicate the message, not to water it down.

A Listening Witness

Pointing to the example of Jesus and the disciples, Swiss theologian Walter Hollenweger

also argued that “Biblical evangelism was thoroughly dialogical and situational” (1995, p. 116).

Hollenweger focuses on the message of the first evangelists, arguing against “high-powered

preaching” and “colonial evangelism,” by which he meant evangelistic messages that truncate

the gospel, making it rigid and culturally bound (Hollenweger, 1995, pp. 110-113). His critique

of tone-deaf presentations of the gospel could be mapped on to the story of the Mayangna. His

criticisms also harmonize with Merritt’s book, which attempted to renew and revive sacred
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language in evangelism. While I agree with Hollenweger on the nature of Jesus’ situational23

evangelism, I would add to Hollenweger’s emphasis on listening and learning from the audience

the second component that I suggested above: listening to the Holy Spirit. These two principles,

taken from the ministry of Jesus and the disciples, will help to bring Christians closer to a

Jesus-like witness when they attempt to have spiritual conversations with others.

I have critiqued several methods and messages, noted the variety of Jesus’ language and

methods, and presented a couple of principles in return. Someone might object that I have simply

made everything more complicated, taking away practical methods and tools on one hand and

offering only more vague guidelines in return. On one hand, this is inherent to a truly

Jesus-witnessing approach. If a witness is being attentive, he will find that methods and

pre-packaged messages don’t fit every listener, and that reliance on the Spirit for words to speak

is much more difficult than memorizing a script. On the other hand, without a few tools (that is,

methods of beginning a conversation), it is difficult for anyone to know where to begin. The best

evangelists I know have begun with books and methods for help in beginning a conversation.

The difference between overreliance on method and using tools to begin conversations is much

like a telephone – almost everyone begins a good phone conversation the same way; only the

annoying telemarketer sticks to a script until the bitter end.

On a practical level then, I suggest first of all that anyone who wants to witness Jesus

learn from someone who is already doing it – and well. Conversation involves people, and

people teach conversation better than books. Even if the ‘teacher’ always relies on the same

23 Although he fails to mention the instances in which Jesus and the disciples preached to crowds, or the ridicule
they sometimes received, as part of the variety of their ministry.
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method to draw an audience, if they are having success in their ministry it is likely because they

are connecting conversationally with their audience. One can learn from the way they talk to

people.

Having critiqued a couple of books already, I would offer two in their place that may be

helpful in offering, principles, practical approaches, and conversation-starters. R.A. Torrey’s

1981 book titled How to Bring Men to Christ is helpful (and refreshing) in that it recognizes the

diversity of the sorts of people the evangelist may come across. The book is organized according

to the various potential spiritual states of people and the responses to them. Another strength of

the book is its thorough reliance on Scripture (more on the use of Scripture below) in presenting

the gospel (although some of Torrey’s suggested opening questions may sound a bit little dated

and trite, and he can come across as a bit argumentative). Also, his opening chapter on “The

General Conditions of Success” in evangelism is a convicting meditation.

Another book that is both inspiring and practical is Mark Cahill’s One Thing You Can’t

Do in Heaven. While his presentation of the gospel itself relies heavily on Ray Comfort’s script,

this book is still helpful, first because of its motivational nature and second in the practical tips

Cahill gives for beginning conversations. His anecdotes and suggestions allow readers to picture

themselves having actual conversations with strangers – and enjoying it. The stories and tips

accessible motivate and educate those who aspire to speak to the lost about their Seeker and

Savior.

Finally, along with the principles and books presented above, a study of the evangelists in

Acts show that another essential tool for anyone witnessing about Jesus is a knowledge of the

Scriptures. Paul and the disciples of Jesus always quoted the Hebrew Scriptures or Jesus’ own
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words in their presentations. As shown above, the place they began (and which other

corroborating sources they quoted) varied according to their audience, however their24

source-text never did. The Scriptures and Jesus’ words gave them the message that caused them

to “turn the world upside down.” In order for the Spirit to bring the words of God to mind,

evangelists must have those words in mind. I have critiqued approaching people from a position

of power, but that doesn’t mean that Christians do not appeal to the revelation of Jesus in

Scripture as their source for knowledge. Indeed, it is the Bible’s story, its metanarrative, that

gives meaning to the life of everyone whom witnesses of Jesus will come across, and only

through the Bible that the lost will find prophetic answers to their deepest needs.

“The first duty of love,” wrote the Swiss philosopher and theologian Paul Tillich, “is to

listen” (as quoted in Nessan, 2010, p. 15). Beginning from a posture of attentiveness,

Jesus-witnesses must listen to their listeners and to the Holy Spirit in order to be truly

Christ-centered. Methods that deflect questions, demean questioners, and deter conversations

have no place in a Jesus-witnessing approach. Books, approaches, and examples are helpful only

insofar as they begin conversation; when relied on too heavily they ignore the uniqueness of

every individual and miss Jesus’ sensitivity to the hearts of his hearers. The Mayangna people

needed the message in their own language and with a unique approach, but the demand for

efficiency brought incalculable harm to their people. Only by following Jesus’ way can his

witnesses effectively communicate the good news with the lost – inviting them into the kingdom

that Jesus preached.

24 Note Paul’s quotations of Gentile poets (Acts 17:28 cf. Titus 1:2, 1 Cor. 15:33).
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